Instruction Manual
Battery Operated/Wall Adaptor Flameless Candle Fountain with Timer
(Recommend using distilled water)

Your item has been carefully packaged for transit, however due to the nature of the materials used; some debris may appear in the bottom of the packaging or while unpacking. We have designed this item so its beauty will not be diminished by the debris.

Included:
• Battery Operated/Wall Adaptor (included) Plug in Flameless Candle Fountain – 3 D batteries (not included) – with timer.

Please Note: Recommend Using Distilled Water

Installation Instructions for Battery Operated Function:
1. Carefully remove Flameless Candle Fountain from packaging.
2. Battery box is located at the base.
3. Open the battery box cover by pinching the clasp insert 3 D batteries (not included). Follow diagram in battery box for proper orientation. (Do not mix old and new batteries; do not mix alkaline, standard (carbon-zinc) or rechargeable (nickel-cadmium) batteries).

4. Close battery box cover.
5. Set battery box switch to desired mode, options below

• First set switch to on or timer
• Second set switch to LED or LED/Pump
• On/LED – Steady: lights only are on constantly
• Timer/LED- The lights only will stay lit for 5 hours and then switch off for 19 hours. The lights will turn on every day at the same time as originally set and stay on for 5 hours each time. * For example: If you want the lights to turn on every day at 5pm you need to turn the power switch to timer at 5pm. Lights will turn on every day at 5pm and stay lit until 10pm.
• On/LED PUMP – Steady: lights and pump (water flow) are on constantly
• Timer/LED PUMP- The lights and pump (water flow) will stay on for 5 hours and then switch off for 19 hours. The lights and pump will turn on every day at the same time as originally set and stay on for 5 hours each time. * For example: If you want the lights and pump (water flow) to turn on every day at 5pm you need to turn the power switch to timer/LED PUMP at 5pm. Lights and pump (water flow) will turn on every day at 5pm and stay lit and flow until 10pm.
• Off – lights and pump (water flow) are off.

6. Place in desired location and add distilled water. The Flameless Candle Fountain holds 16oz minimum/22oz maximum. Note, the more distilled water you add to the candle fountain the softer the water flow will be, less water= louder water flow sound.

7. As with any fountain, water evaporates over time. Installed is dry run protection. Once the water reaches the dry run level - the pump will automatically turn off to prevent any damage to the candle fountain. Simply refill with distilled water to start the water flow again. Note, if pump stops works, please replace batteries.

*Installation Instructions for Wall adaptor Plug in Function*

1. Carefully remove Flameless Candle Fountain from packaging.
2. Take the wall adaptor (included) and plug into the socket of base.
3. Set battery box switch to desired mode, options below
   • First set switch to on or timer
   • Second set switch to LED or LED/Pump
   • On/LED – Steady: lights only are on constantly
   • Timer/LED- The lights only will stay lit for 5 hours and then switch off for 19 hours. The lights will turn on every day at the same time as originally set and stay on for 5 hours each time. * For example: If you want the lights to turn on every day at 5pm you need to turn the power switch to timer at 5pm. Lights will turn on every day at 5pm and stay lit until 10pm.
   • On/LED PUMP – Steady: lights and pump (water flow) are on constantly
   • Timer/LED PUMP- The lights and pump (water flow) will stay on for 5 hours and then switch off for 19 hours. The lights and pump will turn on every day at the same time as originally set and stay on for 5 hours each time. * For example: If you want the lights and pump (water flow) to turn on every day at 5pm you need to turn the power switch to timer/LED PUMP at 5pm. Lights and pump (water flow) will turn on every day at 5pm and stay lit and flow until 10pm.
   • Off – lights and pump (water flow) are off.

4. Place in desired location and add distilled water. The Flameless Candle Fountain holds 16oz minimum/22oz maximum. Note, the more distilled water you add to the candle fountain the softer the water flow will be, less water= louder water flow sound.

5. As with any fountain, water evaporates over time. Installed is dry run protection. Once the water reaches the dry run spokes with the candle shell- the pump will automatically turn off to prevent any damage to the candle fountain. Simply refill with distilled water to start the water flow again.

*Battery Information and Disposal:*

• Do not dispose batteries in fire.
• For best results, do not mix old and new batteries; do not mix alkaline, standard (carbon-zinc) or rechargeable (nickel-cadmium) batteries).
• For best results, use alkaline batteries
• Install only new batteries of the same type in your product.
• Failure to insert batteries in the correct polarity, as indicated in the battery compartment, may shorten the life of the batteries or cause batteries to leak.
• Improper handling/disposal of batteries may cause batteries to explode or leak. Please dispose of batteries responsibly by throwing away batteries in a proper trash receptacle.
• Batteries should be recycled or disposed of as per state and local guidelines.
Care Instructions:

- **Check the water level periodically**
- If product becomes dusty or dirty, clean with a dry cloth. Do not use detergent as it may discolor the product.
- LED lights are not replaceable
- Remove batteries before storing.
- Remove wall adaptor before storing.
- Do not add any other liquid other than distilled water to the Candle Fountain.
- Do not throw foreign articles in Candle Fountain.
- Do not drop unit.
- Store in cool dry location.

FCC Information:

Model: JOD-S-050030A5-C-2 manufactured by Huizhou Jodeway Electron Technology Co., Ltd

**Warning:** Changes or modifications to this unit not expressly approved by the party responsible for compliance could void the user’s authority to operate the equipment.

This device complies with Part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operation is subject to the following two conditions:

1. This device may not cause harmful interference, and
2. This device must accept any interference received, including interference that may cause undesired operation.

NOTE: This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class B digital device, pursuant to Part 15 of the FCC Rules. These limits are designed to provide reasonable protection against harmful interference in a residential installation. This equipment generates uses and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if not installed and used in accordance with the instructions, may cause harmful interference to radio communications. However, there is no guarantee that interference will not occur in a particular installation. If this equipment does cause harmful interference to radio or television reception, which can be determined by turning the equipment off and on, the user is encouraged to try to correct the interference by one or more of the following measures:

- Reorient or relocate the receiving antenna.
- Increase the separation between the equipment and receiver.
- Connect the equipment into an outlet on a circuit different from that to which the receiver is connected.
- Consult the dealer or an experienced radio/TV technician for help.